A few years ago, a friend gifted me a book entitled Who Moved My Cheese? by Spencer Johnson, MD. The book is a parable about four little characters: two mice and two little people. The first duo acted like mice, and the second, even though they were about the size of mice, acted much like people. All of them lived together in a huge maze and spent most of their days searching for what they wanted the most: cheese. The mice followed simple behaviors: searching for cheese and eating it. The little humans were more ambitious and searched for better and bigger cheese.

Eventually, the little people found an abundant reserve of cheese and thought it would be their source of satisfaction forever. So, they worked less and less and became arrogant because of their success—so much so that they didn’t anticipate what was coming. One day, when both the mice and the little people arrived at their cheese station, they were dismayed to discover that there was no more cheese. The mice, realizing that this was a possibility all along, proceeded to search for more cheese. The two little people, however, were angry that someone moved their cheese and found themselves stuck in a cycle of blame and inertia. This parable is about change and our resistance or inability to face it. We may live comfortably for a while without realizing that change is approaching, and it thus catches us unprepared.

What do we do with change in education? Adventist education goes back to the 19th century. Can we apply its principles in the 21st century? I believe the answer is “yes” as long as we hold onto the essential philosophy, do not get bogged down with detail, and are ready to change and adapt. Take, for example, the schools of the prophets. Ellen G. White, the major proponent of Adventist educational ideology, drew basic principles of education from these institutions. The message that our schools “should become more and more like the schools of the prophets” appears repeatedly. What were the schools of the prophets? These schools prepared individuals for service. In her book Education, White explained that these schools were not for future prophets, but for future teachers, those called to instruct the people in the works and ways of God. That is why Samuel, under the Lord’s guidance, established these schools to “serve as a barrier against the wide-spreading corruption, to provide for the mental and spiritual welfare of the youth.” Samuel founded two of these companies, one in Ramah and the other in Kirjath-jearim. Others were added later. The Bible calls those who attended these schools “the sons of the prophets” or “the company of the prophets” over the first few chapters of 2 Kings.

What were the features of the schools of the prophets? First, the core subjects included the Law with a thorough study of the content of the Pentateuch parchment rolls, as revealed directly by God to Moses.
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Other subjects taught included history, music, and poetry. Second, the learners, regardless of class and financial ability, were required to practice manual labor with the double purpose of financing their expenses and learning skills that would make them fully autonomous. Third, students learned how to pray and practiced devotion; they learned how to approach their Creator. And fourth, faith, central to the whole educational program, directed students toward the Lamb of God—the one who takes away the sins of the world.²

How do we, then, utilize this foundational example to define and carry out our educational mission? First, we need to develop curricula for subject areas that address real, current needs, with the Bible at the core, so that students can make adjustments and contribute to contemporary society. Curricula should not only be produced from a pragmatic criterion, but should also consider aesthetics (poetry, music, art, etc.) and axiology (focus on the truly important values as inspired by the Bible) in accordance with the Adventist philosophy of education. Second, students must become skillful in multiple practical and manual skills relevant to current settings, like planting organically, using electronic devices to preach the gospel, acquiring contemporary life-skills, or becoming an everyday media critic—someone who can access and critically analyze and evaluate media (e.g., Websites, news sources and outlets, and social media in all its forms). This will provide both learning experiences and more than one way for them to support themselves while enrolled in formal education. Third, a deep and meaningful relationship with God is to be the center of our educational programs. This may mean going beyond the traditional didactic approach to presenting devotions and spiritual experiences, making God’s principles foundational to any educational effort. In sum, we need to be constantly alert to preserve our ideals and philosophy, but do so in meaningful ways to avoid becoming startled by change that makes us cry out in desperation: “Who moved my cheese?”
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